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Pace Student
Vol. II

New York, October, 1917

ACCOUNTANTS AS COUNSELORS
CONTROL of values is a paramount necessity
in our present war. Without such control,
waste cannot be eliminated, production stimu
lated, or activities coordinated. In war, as in
Business, there is but one medium for the con
trol of values, and that medium is adequate,
accurate, accounting records.
Accounting records are the eyes of Big Business. With
out them Business is blind. They exhibit the past, show the
present, and afford the best means of foreseeing the future.
Facts disclosed by them furnish the foundation for directive,
corrective, stimulative control. This is the kind of control
which the men and women charged with the destinies of
America must have and must get.
No longer do people associate accountants with copper
plate penmen or jugglers of figures. Accountants are the
devisers and the planners of ways and means and methods.
They are numbered among the counselors and the confidants
of business men, of business organizations, and of govern
ments striving to adopt the precepts of Business.
At this time and in their sphere, accountants must do
their part. Chaos must give way to order. Only systematic,
driving effectiveness will hasten victory. This effectiveness
cannot be obtained save by adequate accounting records
planned, instituted, operated, and verified by accountants.
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This has led to criticism from two camps: one,
favoring a “pay-as-you-go” policy; and the other,
favoring a policy of borrowing all that is neces
sary for emergencies. Between these extremes,
there is likewise criticism as to the relative
amounts which should be raised by loan and the
amounts which should be raised by taxation.
It is not our intention to comment on the sev
eral criticisms. Nevertheless, the reader may be
interested in knowing the defects of a “loan-only”
policy, and the defects of a “pay-as-you-go”
policy. These are conveniently set forth in a
pamphlet published by the National Bank of
Commerce, in New York. A summary of the argu
ments presented respecting each policy, follows:
Two reasons are assigned for the impractica
bility of a “loan-only” policy. Unless taxation,
at least adequate to pay interest on new loans, is
levied, the credit of the Government is impaired.
Borrowing would be at progressively higher rates
of interest, and in time it would be difficult at any
rate of interest. Continuous borrowing during a
protracted war necessitates credit maintenance,
which must be supported by liberal taxation.
The second argument against the “loan-only”
policy is that of putting off the evil day. Debts
must be met in time, and the only source by
which they can be met is taxation. Wars are
likely to occur, or other emergencies arise, in
sequence. A “loan-only” policy for an initial
emergency taxes the reserve financial strength of
a nation, thereby weakening it for future emer
gencies.
Likewise, there are arguments against a “payas-you-go” policy. These arguments apply even
in times of peace; that is, extraordinary expendi
tures should not be met exclusively by current
taxation. Such a policy would place a crushing
burden upon tax-payers in the year in which the
taxation was imposed, the benefits of which
would accrue largely to future generations. Fur
thermore, so far as improvements are concerned,
tax-payers would bitterly oppose making them
if the entire outlay is to be met by current
taxation.
War expenditures should, if possible, be met by
the present generation. This does not imply that
the expenditures should be levied only during
the years of the war. If levied year by year
during the war, the gigantic sums necessary
would require more than the total surplus of the
income of the community.
178

and restrict enterprise; if on incomes, they de
plete the surplus available for investment.
The above presents the main arguments, pro
and con, as to the two methods of finance in case
of governmental emergencies. The sensible
course, no doubt, lies between the two extremes—
a course that our Government, fortunately, is now
following.

ECENTLY, some fifteen printers bid on a Print
large contract. All of the bids were based ing
on the same specifications, which set forthCosts
in
detail, quality, quantity, and kind of paper and
of work required. When the bids were opened,
it was found that there was as much as one hun
dred per cent. divergence in the prices.
Practical printers stated emphatically that the
lower bids could not be carried out except at
a loss. The tremendous difference in prices was
due to the fact that some of the printers did not
know their exact costs. As a consequence, no
one gained that which was the object of the bid
—the obtaining of a profitable contract. Those
who were awarded the contract lost money in
doing the work. Those who might have done
the work at a reasonable profit lost the business.
This is one of the many illustrations which
emphasize that the man who fails to install an
adequate cost system injures not only himself
but others. The public does not benefit, be
cause losses in one direction must be made up
in other directions. Nor is it beneficial upon
broad principles of economics, in that failures
and bankruptcies arising from improper systems
cause tremendous economic waste.
Efficiency in one establishment helps the other
establishments. Competition, then, is based
strictly upon merit. Those who lose in the bid
ding know that the loss is due mostly to the
production cost upon which the bidding was
based, and are spurred to renewed efforts to
reduce costs and eliminate waste. Both the pub
lic and the producer share in the resultant saving.
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ILLIAM A. STUART, Pace Institute,
is now a member of the Army Avia
tion Corps, Princeton, New Jersey. Mr. Stuart
writes as follows regarding his educational quali
fications for membership in this corps:
“It pleases me to be able to say that my study
with you was accepted by the examining Board
as being the equivalent of a college education,
thus admitting me to the aero corps.”

W

J. B.
Niven,
C.P.A.

F you believe in heredity and the
directing influence of early envi
ronment, you at once hit upon one
of the reasons for J. B. Niven’s high
standing as an accountant.
Mr.
Niven’s father, A. T. Niven, C.A.,
now eighty-seven years old, has been
a professional accountant for over
sixty years, and is still in active
practice in his native city of Edin
burgh, Scotland, “walking back and
forth from his office every day.”
Mr. Niven, senior, is the only sur
viving signer of the Edinburgh
charter, which was the first charter
granted by a government to ac
countants—a charter which raised
their work to the rank and dignity
of a recognized profession.
“When I was a lad,” said Mr.
Niven, the son, during a pleasant
luncheon a few days ago, “account
ing problems and principles were
talked over very freely at home as
well as at the office; and I suppose
I naturally absorbed the purpose of
becoming an accountant myself
when I grew up. Besides, I liked
the work of the accountant—or
believed I should like it; and so I
never seriously thought of becom
ing anything else. I can truthfully
say, now at the age of forty-six
and after a pretty wide experience
as an accountant, that I certainly do
not regret the choice of my profes
sion. The work has always been
fascinating to me, and more so to
day than ever before, because I
think I foresee an increasingly wide
recognition of the usefulness of
accountants.”
J. B. Niven was born on Septem
ber 22, 1871, at Edinburgh, Scotland.
He was educated at George Wat
son’s College, Edinburgh, and in the
law department of Edinburgh Uni
versity. In 1897, after several years
of accounting experience under his
father, he came to America, where
he joined the accounting staff of
Price, Waterhouse & Company, be
ing connected with their Chicago
office.
In 1900, Mr. Niven formed a part
nership with George A. Touche, of
London, who was recently knighted
by the British Government. The
firm name in the United States be
came Touche, Niven & Company—
a name which to-day, after seven
teen years of existence, stands for
wide success and the highest probity
in the professional practice of
Accountancy.
Touche, Niven & Company have
four offices in the United States,
each under a resident manager: one
in New York, one in Chicago, one
in St. Louis, and one in Minneapolis.
Through its affiliations with George
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A. Touche & Company, of London,
it covers London and several impor
tant Canadian cities. It also covers
Buenos Aires through its connection
with Touche, Fuller & Company.
Mr. Niven has the following pro
fessional degrees: C.A. (Edinburgh);
C.A. (Ontario; C.P.A. (New York);
and C.P.A. (New Jersey). He is
also an Associate of the American
Actuarial Society. Mr. Niven is a
member of the Council of the
American Institute of Accountants.
He is president of the New Jersey

J. B. Niven, C.P.A.
Touche, Niven
Company
Public Accountants

Board of Public Accountants, and
ex-president of the New Jersey So
ciety of Certified Public Account
ants. He has long been a member
of the New York State Society of
Certified Public Accountants, and
he is also a member of various other
state societies.
Mr. Niven has no doubts about
the alluring future of Accountancy
as a profession in America. “My
own professional experience,” said
Mr. Niven, “has covered a period in
which Accountancy has developed
from a specialized kind of work,
regarded as necessary by only a few
business enterprises, to the rank of
a highly esteemed profession, whose
scope of usefulness comprises the
entire field of Business. When I
think of how Accountancy has de
179

veloped during the past ten years, I
feel safe in saying that in the next
ten years there will be even more
wonderful opportunities for the men
who are properly trained. Account
ancy as a profession has won ac
ceptance and acquired momentum,
and these facts will tell in the ex
pansion of the Accountancy field in
the years that lie ahead.
“Besides all this,” continued Mr.
Niven, “the man who knows ac
counts theoretically and from prac
tical experience will have many
chances to leave the practice of
Accountancy. Take the case of our
own firm—and it is typical of the
experience of other firms. From
time to time our men receive attrac
tive offers from our clients or
others, and these offers are fre
quently accepted, despite the advan
tages of continuing in professional
practice. Progressive concerns seem
to be more and more on the look
out for men trained in Accountancy.
The young man who masters Ac
countancy, therefore, has two strings
to his bow—a very great advantage.”
“What do you consider to be the
quality that the average young man
needs to cultivate most?” I asked
Mr. Niven.
“Vision,”
replied
Mr.
Niven
promptly, “the ability to look ahead
calmly and patiently. Many young
men are too anxious for success.
They become impatient and restless.
They fail to realize that, as a gen
eral rule, success is a thing of slow
growth; that it must be based on
proved character and experience;
and that relatively insignificant
duties to-day may offer more in
respect to opportunities for advance
ment than a better-paid position
with little or no future.
“Vision, of course, is the result
of many things,” continued Mr.
Niven. “It comes partly from expe
rience, partly from study and re
flection, and partly from innate traits
of mind and temperament. Study
is open to us all, however we may
be situated, and it will do as much,,
or perhaps more, to develop vision
than almost anything else. The man
who expects to get ahead in Ac
countancy or in any aspect of Busi
ness needs to be a student to-day.
He must know all about the work
that he is doing—that is taken for
granted. But he must know vastly
more than that—he must know the
scope, the principles, and the theory
of accounts; he must know the prin
ciples of law, of economics, of
finance; he must understand the sci
ence of management and of organi
zation. If he gets into the habit of
thinking about these matters, he will
[Forward to page 191
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summary of the Act contained in
found it imperatively
necessary to extend certain privi that pamphlet:
Under this law certain specified investments
leges to debtors. These privi
leges consisted in permitting may be exempted from the personal property tax
postponement of payments and by paying the tax prescribed. To do this, the
in postponing certain legal remedies which investment is taken or sent to the Controller.
creditors might have against the debtor. Eco The tax is paid at the rate of 20 cents a year on
nomic readjustments arising out of the change each $100, and the Controller attaches to the
from a state of peace to one of war were re papers evidencing the investment stamps repre
senting the amount paid. The tax may be paid
sponsible for this legislation.
Charles Henry Huberich, international lawyer, for as many years as desired, not to exceed five
in the New York Times Magazine, July 15, 1917, years. During this period of years the invest
points out that at least one class of persons in ment is exempt from the personal property tax.
For the purpose of the Act, an investment in
the United States deserves like consideration at
the hands of the Government. They are those cludes any bond, note, or debenture, equipment
who become members of the military or naval bond or note, or written or printed obligation
forces of the United States by volunteering or forming part of a series of similar bonds, notes,
under selective draft. He puts the case of these or debentures, written or printed obligations
persons in the form of the following questions: which are payable one year or more from the time
“Shall a person engaged in the active military of issue and which may be secured or unsecured,
service of the country be subject to having judg except—
“(a) Bonds of New York state or any civil
ment rendered against him, to having his prop
erty attached and sold on execution for non- division thereof.
“(b) Obligations secured by a deed of trust
fulfilment of obligations which, perhaps, but for
his absence in the cause of his country he would or mortgage on real property situated wholly
have been fully able to perform? Should he be within the state of New York.
“(c) Obligations held as collateral to secure
obliged to watch over the details of a lawsuit
when, by reason of enforced absence, he is with the payment of investments taxable under this
out the opportunity of consulting with his attor article, or bonds taxable under the mortgage tax
ney and unable to make an adequate defense to law.
“(d) Such proportion of the obligation secured
the claims of the adverse party? Shall his cred
itors have the right to have him declared bank by deed of trust or mortgage on property or prop
rupt? Shall his property be sold for non-payment erties situated partly within and partly without
of taxes due to the state, for the preservation of the state of New York, as the value of the mort
whose ideals or for whose very existence he is gaged property or properties situated within the
state of New York bears to the value of the entire
risking everything?”
During the Civil War several of the states pro mortgaged property or properties. (Sec. 330.)
“This definition includes, as bonds which are
vided for suspension of legal proceedings in the
case of debtors in military service. In the opin exemptible, public bonds of states other than
ion of Dr. Huberich, these measures were not New York, and obligations of foreign countries
sufficient to alleviate all the burdens imposed and their political subdivisions. Ordinary prom
issory notes can not be made exempt.”
upon those in military service.
Under the personal property law of New York,
Dr. Huberich points out that all the principal
European belligerents on both sides have made persons may deduct from the assessed value of
provision for special protection of persons in the personal property their just debts. The
military service. Immediate action by state legis amount of these debts, however, may not be de
latures and by Congress is advocated to enact ducted from the amount to be taxed on invest
like laws. This is a timely suggestion, and one ments under the investment tax law, if the in
which will appeal to every patriotic American. vestment is held permanently. If, however, the
investment is held temporarily for purposes of
NE of the recent New York statutes of in sale, by a person who is actually engaged in the
terest to business men is the investment tax purchase and sale of securities as a business, and
who
law of June 1, 1917. This is in effect a reenact
 maintains an office or place of business in
ment of the secured-debts law. A pamphlet the state for that purpose, then the amount of
explaining the law and containing the statute has just debts may be deducted in computing the tax.
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high integrity which has character
LUE SKY laws are designed to
protect the public from the sale Pace Student ized the accounting profession justi
fies the conclusion that this respon
of doubtful securities. The first of
October, 1917
(Continued)
sibility would not be abused. Aside
these laws was passed in Kansas in
1910. Since then they have been adopted, with from this, the lessening of the burdens caused by
“Blue few changes, in about thirty other states. An im regulation would be of tremendous benefit to
Sky”
Laws partial presentation of the effect of these laws is legitimate business concerns.
set forth by H. D. Robbins, in The Bankers’
Monthly, August, 1917.
HE war has called thousands of American Staying in
Mr. Robbins takes as the typical Blue Sky law
youths from the colleges and higher insti School
that of Kansas. Under the Kansas law the sale tutions of learning. Fortunately, most of them
of stocks, bonds, or other securities, with but have been from the upper classes and so can be
few exceptions, may not be made until both the of almost immediate service, as their education is
seller and the security have been examined and practically complete. There is a grave danger,
approved by the State Bank Commissioner. This however, that a great many younger students,
official must be furnished the fullest information. who should have many years of school work
Filing fees are required, and heavy penalties are ahead of them, will take their cue from their
imposed for violating the act. Moreover, the elders and drop the note-book and the pen for the
Commissioner may at any time make a detailed gun and the bayonet. Naturally, to the youthful
examination of the investment company’s affairs mind the appeal of the bayonet is much stronger
at that company’s expense. “Sales are permitted than that of the pen, but these young people
only after the Commissioner finds that the com should not forget that it will undoubtedly be
pany is solvent, that its articles of incorporation better for them to render their service, at least
or association, its constitution and by-laws, its for a time, in the classroom instead of in the
proposed plan of business, and its proposed con trench. At the outbreak of the war, France and
tract with the investor provide for a fair, just, and England rushed every available man to the front
equitable plan for the transaction of the business, regardless of previous education and training.
and, in the Commissioner’s judgment, a fair re Now they are realizing their mistake in allowing
schooling to be curtailed.
turn on the securities offered for sale.”
P. P. Claxton, United States Commissioner of
Beyond question many swindlers have been
prevented from defrauding the public. During Education, urges all pupils to continue in school
the first eighteen months that the law was in next fall. He says: “If the war should be long,
effect in Kansas, less than 100 of the 1,500 com the country will need all the trained men and
panies applying for permission to do business re women it can get—many more than it now has.
There will be men in abundance to fight in the
ceived the required approval.
Nevertheless, there are numerous defects in the trenches, but there will be a dearth of officers,
present Blue Sky laws. Legitimate investment engineers, men of scientific knowledge and skill
dealers are subjected to many burdensome re in all the industries, in transportation, and in
quirements, and investment bankers in general many other places where skill and daring are just
desire changes which will absolve dealers of es as necessary for success as in the trenches.
The need for trained men and women will by
tablished reputation from the rigid requirements
designed to prevent frauds in undesirable securi no means cease when peace is declared. Not
ties. The Investment Bankers’ Association has alone will there be a great and urgent need in
proposed a uniform Blue Sky law for the several our own country, but we must not forget that we
states. This law would be capable of enforce shall have to aid in filling the gaps in Europe.
“America must come to the rescue. We must
ment, incapable of evasion, contain all the pre
ventive features of the present acts, and elimi be ready to assume all the responsibilities and
perform thoroughly and well all the duties that
nate unnecessary investigative burdens.
To the writer, it would seem that considerable will come to us in the new and more closely
regulation might be simplified if the services of related world which will rise out of the ruins of
certified public accountants were more generally the Old World which is now passing away in
utilized. Instead of direct investigations by the destruction of the war. To what extent and
state authorities, accountants might make the how well we may be able to do this will depend
investigations. Legitimate business undertakings upon you young men and women who are this
ordinarily employ accountants to open the books year graduating from our high schools, and upon
and ascertain the initial financial condition. Cer those who will follow in the next few years, to
tification by these accountants as to reliability a larger degree than upon any other like num
could be accepted by the state authorities. The ber of people.”
Law De
partment

B
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HE X Corporation owes B, a
T
Ques
with the mortality table selected.
laborer, the sum of $50 for la PaceStudent
Thus, the first computation is to
tion and
determine
an amount to be paid,
Answer bor performed for the corporation.
October, 1917
annually, which will meet the claims
Depart B sues the corporation and recovers
ment judgment, but fails to collect his money. He of all insured persons who insure at a given age.
brings suit to recover his claim against T, a stock
holder in the X Corporation, who owns ten shares.
What is T’s liability under the New York statute?
T is liable for the full amount of B’s claim, re
A.
gardless of the number of shares of stock T owns.
In New York state, B must serve written notice
on T within thirty days after the termination of
his services for the corporation, that he intends
to hold T; and within thirty days after the return
of an execution unsatisfied against the corpora
tion, upon a judgment recovered against it for
services, B must bring suit against T.
In many states, statutes have been passed im
posing liability of stockholders for wages due
laborers. Whenever the words “jointly and sev
erally liable” are used, each stockholder may be
held liable for the whole amount of the claim
of the laborer.

What is the distinction between interest in the
business and interest in the profits?
Interest in the business may mean either (a)
A.
the right the partner or proprietor may have in
the capital owned by the business, plus the right
to share in the profits; or (b) his right in the
profits of the business, assuming he has no share
in the capital.
The condition of a proprietor with rights in the
capital and the profits is the more frequent. The
other condition, that of no right in the capital
owned, but only in the profits earned, is not
unusual.
Interest in the profits means the right which a
proprietor has in the profits alone. It does not
include a right in the capital owned by the
business.
Q.

Inasmuch as insurance companies invest their
funds, this amount would be reduced by interest
earned. For this purpose an interest return is
assumed.
Of course, the actual interest earned may be
greater or less than the interest rate assumed.
The tendency of a company would be to assume
the minimum rather than the maximum rate of
interest.
“Gross premium” is net annual premium plus
an amount added to cover expenses of conduct
ing the business and to provide for contingencies,
such as adverse fluctuations in the rate of interest,
mortality, etc. This addition is called “loading.”
If the mortality is less than the expected mor
tality, as shown in the mortality table used in
the premium calculation, or, if the interest earned
is higher than the rate used in computing the
premium, or, if the expenses are less than pro
vided for by the loading—the cost of the insur
ance is less than was estimated. This difference
between actual cost and estimated cost consti
tutes earnings, out of which certain dividends
may be paid to policy-holders.
Thus, from a theoretical point of view, a divi
dend paid to the policy-holders is a refund of all
or a part of the premium which is not required
for the risk at the given date.
There are, of course, insurance companies run
ning on a profit basis. Sometimes this profit is
limited, for instance, to, say, seven per cent. of
the capital stock. Should this be the case, earn
ings above the seven per cent. would, sooner or
later, be available for policy-holders. The effect
of this is felt by other companies than those
which can distribute only a limited part of their
profits to stockholders, in that they must extend
to applicants for insurance inducements practi
cally equivalent to those extended by the com
panies whose profits are limited. Hence, the
dividend practice is rather general among insur
ance companies.

From what fund are dividends declared to
policy-holders of a stock insurance company?
Dividends to policy-holders of a stock insur
A.
ance company are paid from earnings, just
as dividends are paid to stock holders from
earnings.
Many concerns are making donations to the Q.
There is in insurance what is known as “net
premium” and what is known as “gross pre Red Cross and other similar organizations.
mium.” The “net annual premium” is the amount Should such donations be deducted as business
required to be paid annually, in advance, at any expenses in making tax returns?
Treasury Decision 2090 rules that donations A.
stated age, which, together with corresponding
premiums on other lives insured, with interest are not properly deductible from gross income
at an assumed rate, will precisely meet all in determining net income, unless there is a con
claims under the policy as they occur, assuming sideration moving in some form to the corpora
that these claims occur at the times when tion either directly or indirectly. Answer to your
they should theoretically occur in accordance question would involve the consideration as to
Q.
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For this reason the commission
whether or not the Red Cross dona
should
be considered as a selling
tions results in such consideration. PaceStudent
expense.
No direct ruling on this specific
October, 1917
Of course, if the title to the goods
donation has been made up to the
date of this writing. Decisions have been made remains in the concern and the shipment is on
a consignment basis, then a different treatment
respecting the following:
(Continued)
A donation to a hospital, in return for which would be made, in that the amounts forwarded
the hospital rendered medical service to employ to the agents would not be sales until the agent
in turn had sold them.
ees, held deductible.
A donation to an agricultural fair, having for
A retail wood and lumber firm purchases a lot Q.
its purpose the obtaining and preserving of the
of wood and lumber to be worked. Would it be
good-will of farmers, held not deductible.
Pensions for retirement of employees or for proper to charge it under “Wood and Timber
payment of sums to injured employees, held Lots,” at the purchase price, and, when the lot is
stripped, make an entry to close it out propor
deductible.
Continuation of the salary of a deceased em tionately to the different divisions of the mer
ployee to the widow, for a specified period of chandise account, and the value of the stripped
land to “Real Estate,” as follows:
time, held not deductible.
On the basis of these rulings, it would seem
that the donation to the Red Cross is not de WOOD ANDTIMBER LOTS......... $700
To CASH..........................................
$700
ductible. Benefit of a vague, intangible nature
apparently does not constitute sufficient consid WOOD ................................................ 200
eration to take the donation out of a non LUMBER .......................................... 400
deductible class. From the rulings it is apparent REAL ESTATE................................. 100
that there must be definite material benefit re
To WOOD AND TIMBER LOTS
700
ceived in return for the donation, which would
Or would you advise a direct charge of $600 to
hardly be true of a donation to the Red Cross.
“Merchandise,” and $100 to “Real Estate”?
Assuming that the fee in the land is taken at A.
A concern markets its own products, except
Q.
the
time of purchase, the correct entry at the
a small percentage which is sold and billed to
agents, less commission allowed them. In making time of purchase would be—
ing statements of the business, should such com REAL ESTATE..................................... xx
mission be deducted in showing gross sales for a STANDING TIMBER (Stumpage
period, or should it be stated as a trading ex
Rights) ........................................ xx
pense, all sales being stated at regular market
To CASH, or ACCOUNTS PAY
prices?
ABLE ..........................................
xx
A.
From a strictly legal view-point, the relation
At the end of the accounting period, such por
created between the concern and the “agents” tion of the estimated cost-value of the timber cut
is that of debtor and creditor, assuming as you should be charged off against operations; charge
say that the goods were “sold” to the agents “Wood and Lumber” and credit the asset account
(see article in “Law Department,” The Pace to which was charged the cost of the standing
Student, September, 1916). Hence, as to this timber at the time of purchase. The entry is as
transaction, the resultant legal relation is the follows:
same as in ordinary sales.
In statements it is preferable to show the com WOOD ................................................. xx
mission as an expense, ordinarily in the selling LUMBER .............................................. xx
To STANDING TIMBER (Stumpexpense section of the statement. Since only a
age Rights) .................................
xx
small part of the goods are sold on commission,
This procedure does not differ materially from
it would hardly be worth while to show, sepa
rately, the results of these sales from the results the one suggested by you, except that the division
of sales made in the usual way. The commission of the cost between Real Estate and Stumpage
allowed is not an adjustment of selling-price, but Rights is made at the time of purchase, instead
an amount allowed to these persons, probably for of after the land has been stripped. It may not
the reason that they undertake to do a marketing be practicable, or possible, to segregate the pro
function on behalf of the concern. Should they portion of the cost of “Stumpage Rights” charge
not undertake this, the cost of the marketing of able to “Wood and Lumber.” In that event, the
the goods would devolve on the concern and two accounts may be combined into one account,
would be included as part of the selling expense. as “Wood and Lumber.”
Question
and
Answer
Depart
ment
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E UCATION is a
D
clerkship requirement. Whatever
great peacemaker. Pace Student the merits of the case, it is certain
This is a fact that
that clerkships are not indispensable
October, 1917
business houses are
to professional training. Nor is it
rapidly learning. One of the unlikely that those young men in Government
most recent educational cam employ as accountants may obtain an experience
paigns is the campaign which equal in value to that ordinarily secured in a
has been conducted by the Amer practicing accountant’s office.
ican Sugar Refining Company.
At this time, if at no other, there is ample justi
This company has a large claim department. fication for waiving clerkship requirements in the
Disputes as to weights of sugar sold have been case of these young men. The pay of Account
frequent. Recent experiments were conducted ancy clerks is not small. However, many are
which showed that a barrel of sugar transported earning less than they would in other employ
across a single city on a day when the weather ment. They are now making a sacrifice in the
was very moist would increase in weight four spirit of patriotism. In a like spirit, state legisla
pounds. Likewise, with new sugar, a barrel tures and Accountancy boards should meet them
transported across the city on a dry day would half way and excuse them from clerkships which
decrease in weight two pounds. It was found necessitate sacrifices in their preliminary profes
that this was true of empty barrels—that an sional training.
“HE took a chance and Taking a
empty barrel during a trip
got away with it,” Chance
across the city would vary as
said an unthinking friend of
much as two pounds in
THE PACE STUDENT
mine last week, apropos of a
weight.
certain young fellow of our
After these experiments,
A Magazine of Service
acquaintance who, a year
the facts were brought be
Interpreting
ago, was elected treasurer of
fore the purchasers of sugar.
the Purpose, Spirit, and Needs
a semi-defunct jobbing con
Many misunderstandings on
of Modern Business
cern, and who was this year
account of differences in
reelected at a handsome in
weight were eliminated. As
Published Monthly
crease in salary. Yes, he
a consequence, there was
“took a chance,” for the con
saved in the claim depart
Subscription Price $1.00
cern had fallen upon evil
ment of the company an es
a Year, Payable in Advance
days, and it seemed only a
timated cost of $10,000 a
question of weeks before a
year. This amount repre
PACE & PACE, Publishers
receiver would be winding
sented, not the amount of
30 Church Street
up its affairs. And he “got
claims that were not paid,
away with it,” because, by
but the saving in the ex
New York
dint of day-in and night-in
penses incident to the settle
Copyright, 1917, by Pace & Pace
determination and aggres
ment and adjustment of
claims.
sive managerial initiative, he
Understanding is the great lubricant in busi hauled the concern back from its downward slide
ness. Education conduces to understanding. and soon had it showing a profit.
Every force which tends to raise the standard of
Unlike my friend, I do not dismiss that young
knowledge as to business problems saves the fellow’s achievement airily. I think I see some
wastes incident to business controversies.
thing fundamental in what he has done—some
thing that has a bearing upon the view-point and
OUNG men studying Accountancy who are lives of those cravens to whom tenure of posi
now doing patriotic service deserve special tion means more than the opportunity to plan
consideration. Many of these young men, in mil
 complete a piece of work that needs to be
and
itary or other Governmental service, have given done. Failure is always possible; often it is near
up, or deferred undertaking, the prescribed clerk at hand—it matters not what we do. The only
ships for the C.P.A. degree. It will be a hard persons that failure annoys—the possibility of
ship to compel them to start, or to finish clerk failure, rather—are the weaklings, the cowards.
ships begun, when they return to civil employ The courageous man, the ambitious man, the man
ment.
with vision, after taking favorable stock of his
The alleged benefits of clerkships to young men knowledge and his training, will “take a chance.”
are not unanimously conceded. Many thought All honor to him—he “gets away with it” be
ful accountants have favored the repeal of the cause he deserves to succeed.
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men will spend no little money, no
time, and no little effort in en
Pace Student little
deavoring
to live long. After it all,
words, too. We work together, plan
October, 1917
like a famous writer on longevity,
together, talk together; which means
that I serve you and you serve me. When I say they may find that they die comparatively young.
“Thank You,” you feel that the service, no matter It is decidedly more worth while to forget the
how trivial, was doubly worth rendering; and length of life, to do the thing before you, and to
when you say “Thank You,” the spirit of friend make something out of life.
liness glows within you. “Thank You,” makes
LIHU ROOT went to Russia on a difficult Physical
good will, smooths out the wrinkles of misun
mission at the age of seventy. This is an and
derstanding, and promotes sales. Let us say
other of many challenges to the Osler theory. Mental
If
“Thank You,” when people do things for us. The
habit will bring satisfaction to them and to us. Elihu Root had been the star pitcher of his time, Capacity
his usefulness would probably have terminated
Second
HIS is the time in the school year which many years since; likewise, if he had been a foot
Wind
tests the stamina of students. It is some ball player or a manual laborer. Your college
what like the effort of an athlete on a long pull.
professor may not earn as much as a prize fighter,
Immediately before he gets his second wind he but the chances are that he earns more in the
undergoes the greatest physical strain. But let long run and gets more out of what he does earn.
him get over the period of the physical strain and Physical capacity is subject to the law of decreas
the second wind comes to carry him through.
ing returns. Mental capacity means increasing
After the initial enthusiasm, there is a reaction. returns. The best preparation for old age
You begin to feel the pull. If you have had like is to get into work which requires the use of
experience before, you realize that this feeling is brains.
only temporary. You expect and know that in
a short time the second wind will come, and with
HE ostrich type of office manager—the kind One Kind
it the rhythmic, steady persistency which reaches
that sticks his head in the sand and refuses of Execu
tive
to look at what alarms him, with or without rea

the goal.
son—is not extinct, woe betide us! The other
OMMON sense enjoins us to think about day one of these survivors of a past age of think
Two
Ways
what we do and how we do it. The devel ing (apologies to the word thinking!) said to me:
of
opment of our power to think means the de“I don’t believe in all this study stuff. It makes
Thinking velopment of our power to grow, to serve, to a man dissatisfied with his job. We have lost
earn, to achieve happiness. There are two kinds several of our employees for this very reason.
of thinking—static and dynamic. Static think There aren’t enough big jobs to go round; so
ing is the thinking that we do without making why not let 'well enough alone?” In this pro
use of it. It is also the thinking done for us by nouncement, this man sets his two-by-four vision
others—the thinking which gives us conclusions and judgment up against the vision and judgment
already molded, and which we accept often as our of men like Frank A. Vanderlip, Theodore N.
own thinking. Dynamic thinking is the kind that Vail, and hundreds of others of their kind!
we direct at the attainment of some definite goal Funny, isn’t it?
of action. It is the kind of thinking that makes a
headache enjoyable. Static thinking has its place
HAVE a friend of many years’ standing Cheerful
in our intellectual life, but dynamic thinking is
whose personal letters (friendly letters, the Letters
the kind that transmutes hopes and ideals into
text-book calls them) always irritate me. They
facts and realities.
are friendly and exceedingly interesting in the
main, but they always contain a few inapt refer
Longev “EVERY minute you spend in the East ences to some of his personal problems and per
means an hour less in your life,” says a plexities. Here is one sentence from a letter of
ity
visitor from California. At that rate an East his that came in this morning: “Thanks for the
erner dies before he is born. Long life is charac invitation to visit you, but I have a $500 note
teristic of California. Even the trees out there to meet very soon, and I can’t afford the trip
live long. The rings of redwoods, which have to New York just now.” Now, why did he say
been cut down, have verified the periods of that—make reference to the note, I mean? He
drought and plenty mentioned in the Bible. Man doesn’t expect me to pay it, yet he lugs it into
has no hope of living as long as do some trees his chatty letter and spoils its flavor thereby. If
and some of the animals. But man can accom you are setting out to write a letter that is really
plish more in the time that he does live. Some friendly, keep your troubles out of it.
These are
Thank “THANK You!”
You!
every-day words, but magic
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F ILURE of a managing partner CASH .............................................. $ 9,000.00
A
To B, CAPITAL......................
$ 9,000.00
to keep an account of receipts For
capital contribution of B.
and payments of partnership
moneys separate from his per CASH ............................................... 5,500.00
To C, CAPITAL......................
5,500.00
sonal cash transactions some For
capital contribution of C.
times produces disastrous re
sults. An example of the effects MERCHANDISE ........................ 75,000.00
Elmer O.
To ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.
75,000.00
of such failure is shown in the
Stevens,
Purchases by A.
C.P.A. solution to a problem taken from the examina
tion given to applicants for membership in the ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE .. 100,000.00
To SALES..................................
100,000.00
American Institute of Accounts. The problem
Sales made by A.
follows:
A, B, and C formed a partnership. A agreed A, MANAGER’S ACCOUNT.. 80,000.00
to furnish $10,000, B and C each $7,000. A was
To ACCOUNTS RECEIV
.......................................
80,000.00
to manage the business and receive one-half of For ABLE
Accounts collected by A.
the profits; B and C were each to receive onefourth. A supplied merchandise worth $8,500, ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.......... 73,500.00
To A, MANAGER’S AC
but no additional cash. B turned over to A, as
COUNT ..................................
73,500.00
managing partner, $9,000 cash, and C turned over Liabilities
settled by A.
$5,500. The business was conducted by A for
500.00
some time, but without keeping exact books. EXPENSE ....................................
To ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.
500.00
While managing the business, A purchased addi Liability
incurred by A.
tional merchandise amounting altogether to $75,
000 and made sales of $100,000. The cash re A, MANAGER’S ACCOUNT.. 14,500.00
To CASH ..................................
14,500.00
ceived and paid out for the partnership was not For
capital contributed by B and
kept separate from A’s personal cash. In order
C in cash which was turned
over to A.
to straighten out matters, B took over the man
agement. He found receivables amounting to
The transactions of B and the final adjustments
$20,000, and of these he collected $4,500. The
and
closing entries are recorded in the next group
merchandise still on hand he sold for $500. These
receipts he deposited in a bank to the credit of the of entries.
firm. The remaining accounts proved worthless.
.............................................. $ 4,500.00
The outstanding accounts payable amounted to CASH
To ACCOUNTS RECEIVA
$2,000, of which $1,500 had been incurred in pur
BLE ...........................................
$ 4,500.00
chasing merchandise and $500 for expenses. Accounts Collected by B.
These accounts he paid. A presented vouchers CASH ...............................................
500.00
showing that during his management he had paid
To SALES ..................................
500.00
of merchandise on hand
other expenses of $2,400. By mutual agreement Balance
sold by B.
B was held to be entitled to $100 on account of
interest on excess capital contributed, and A and ACCOUNTS PAYABLE.......... 2,000.00
To CASH....................................
2,000.00
C were to be charged $75 each for shortage in Obligations
paid by B.
contribution of capital.
(a) Prepare Trading and Profit and Loss Ac EXPENSE ..................................... 2,400.00
To A, MANAGER’S AC
counts and accounts of each of the partners, in
COUNT ..................................
2,400.00
dicating the final adjustments to be made in clos For vouchers presented by A
covering expenses paid by
ing up the partnership. (b) Show how the above
him.
final adjustment would be modified if A proved
to have no assets or liabilities outside the partner TRADING ACCOUNT.............. 83,500.00
To MERCHANDISE..............
83,500.00
ship.
Transfer.
In order to obtain the figures necessary to pre
pare the required accounts, summary entries were SALES ............................................. 100,500.00
To TRADING ACCOUNT...
100,500.00
first prepared. Entries covering the transactions Transfer.
of A are as follows:

Part
nership
Disso
lution
Entries

SOLUTION TO PROPOSITION

MERCHANDISE ........................ $
To A, CAPITAL......................
For capital contribution of A.

8,500.00

$

8,500.00
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TRADING ACCOUNT..............
To PROFIT AND LOSS....
For transfer of gross profit.

17,000.00

PROFIT AND LOSS..................
To EXPENSE............................
Transfer.

2,900.00

17,000.00

2,900.00

PaceStudent
October, 1917

Partner PROFIT AND LOSS.................. $ 15,500.00
To ACCOUNTS RECEIVA
ship
BLE ..........................................
$ 15,500.00
Disso
To write off worthless accounts.
lution
Entries PROFIT AND LOSS..................
100.00
To B, CAPITAL........................
(Continued) Interest on excess capital con
tributed.

A, CAPITAL.................................. $ 18,600.00
To A, MANAGER’S AC
COUNT ..................................
Transfer.

A, CAPITAL (50 per cent.)....
B, CAPITAL (25 per cent.)....
C, CAPITAL (25 per cent.)....
To PROFIT AND LOSS....
Distribution of Loss in accord
ance with partnership agree
ment to divide profits.

100.00

A, CAPITAL..................................
To PROFIT AND LOSS....
Interest on shortage in contri
bution of Capital.

75.00

C, CAPITAL..................................
To PROFIT AND LOSS....
Interest on shortage in contri
bution of capital.

75.00

75.00

75.00

$ 18,600.00

675.00
337.50
337.50
1,350.00

From the foregoing entries were obtained the
figures necessary to the preparation of Trading
and Profit and Loss Accounts and accounts of
each of the partners. These accounts are shown
next.

Accounts Required in Solution
TRADING ACCOUNT
To Merchandise ...............................................$ 83,500.00
“ Profit and Loss (Gross Profit)............ 17,000.00

By Sales .............................................................$100,500.00

$100,500.00

$100,500.00

PROFIT AND LOSS

To Expense .......................................................$ 2,900.00
“ Accounts Receivable (worthless ac
counts charged off) ............................ 15,500.00

By Trading Account (Gross Profit)........ $ 17,000.00
“ Balance (Net Loss) carried down....
1,400.00

$ 18,400.00

$ 18,400.00

To Balance (Net Loss) brought down... $
“ B, interest (on excess capital)............

1,400.00
100.00

By A, interest (on capital shortage).......... $
“
C, interest (on capital shortage) ....
“
A, (50 per cent. of loss)..........................
“
B, (25 per cent. of loss)..........................
“
C, (25 per cent. of loss)..........................

75.00
75.00
675.00
337.50
337.50

$

1,500.00

$

1,500.00

A, MANAGER’S ACCOUNT

To Accounts Receivable .............. ............ $ 80,000.00
9,000.00
“ Cash contributed by B............ ............
5,500.00
“ Cash contributed by C............ ............

By Accounts Payable .................................... $ 73,500.00
“ Expenses (covered by vouchers pre
sented) ...................................................
2,400.00
“ Balance (transferred to A’s capital
Account ................................................... 18,600.00

$ 94,500.00

$ 94,500.00
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Accounts Required in Solution—Continued
A, CAPITAL

Partner To Balance transferred from A, Mana
ger’s Account .......................... ............ 18,600.00
ship
75.00
Disso “ Interest (on capital shortage)..............
675.00
lution “ Profit and Loss (50 per cent. of loss).
Entries
$ 19.350.00
(Continued)

By Merchandise .............................................. $

8,500.00

" Balance carried down .......................

10,850.00

$19,350.00

To Balance, brought down .......................... $ 10,850.00

B, CAPITAL
To Profit and Loss (25 per cent. of loss) $

" Balance carried down .......................
$

8,762.50

By Cash .............................................................$
“ Interest (on excess capital)..................

9,000.00
100,00

9,100.00

$

9,100.00

By Balance, brought down.......................... $

8,762.50

337.50

C, CAPITAL
To Interest (on capital shortage).............. $
“ Profit and Loss (25 per cent.)............

" Balance carried down .......................

75.00
337.50

By Cash .............................................................$

5,500.00

$

5,500.00

5,087.50
$

5,500.00

By Balance brought down............................ $

5,087.50

In effecting a final settlement A would pay $10,850 into the partnership. The total assets,
aggregating $13,850, would then be distributed—$8,762.50 to B, and $5,087.50 to C.
In the event that A proved to have no assets or liabilities outside the partnership, the final
adjustment would be modified by dividing the $10,850 debited to A between the other two partners
in the same proportion as the partnership agreement provided for their participation in profits, which
in this case would be to charge one-half to B and one-half to C. Their capital accounts, after giv
ing effect to this adjustment, would appear as follows:
B, CAPITAL

To A, Capital (1/2 of Dr. bal.)..................

5,425.00

" Balance carried down ........................

3,337.50
$

By Balance For’d .......................................... $

8,762.50

$

8,762.50

$

3,337.50

8,762.50

By Balance brought down
C, CAPITAL

To A, Capital (1/2 of Dr. bal.).................. $

By Balance For’d ...........................................$

5,425.00

“ Balance carried down .......................
$

5,425.00

To Balance brought down.......................... $

337.50

5,087.50

337.50
$

5,425.00

If the second condition existed, final settlement would be effected by turning over the $3,000
cash to B, who should also receive $337.50 from C.
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desire it, at a nominal additional
HOOSING the right vocation,
and training and developing for Pace Student expense.
If you are interested on behalf of
the greatest success in that vocation
October, 1917
yourself, a relative, or a friend, de
problems that confront the
young men of to-day. For several years, voca tails of the plan and information in respect to the
tional advice has been given to students of the moderate costs that are incident to the service,
Pace Courses by members of the Pace & Pace will be supplied. Requests for information should
staff. The interest shown by the students and be addressed to C. Milton Clark, vocational sec
graduates in such consultation, particularly when retary, care of Pace & Pace, 30 Church Street,
taking new positions, is sufficient evidence that New York City.
the procedure rests upon a sound basis.
HE adjustment of the college graduate to the College
The Pace Vocational Service has now been
business world is a serious problem. At Gradu
formally organized and made available to the
present there is no adequate machinery for get
general public as well as to the student body. It
ate and
offers to the young man or young woman who de ting the ambitious man, just out of college, in Busi
sires a scientific and impartial analysis of his or touch with the right job. He often has to waste ness
her vocational aptitudes and potentialities, a ser valuable years of his life in getting vocationally
vice that includes expert diagnosis and a program adjusted, and the worst feature of the whole situ
for helpful advice during the process of devel ation is that often this adjustment never comes.
opment and adjustment. In hundreds, indeed
Irwin G. Jennings, of the Metropolitan Trust
thousands, of cases, this service has led to in Company, of New York, has suggested the estab
creased productivity and financial return, and, lishment at some central point of a vocational
above all, to a greatly increased happiness and bureau to give the college men much needed
joy in the performance of vocational tasks under information concerning various businesses and
the conditions of modern organization and professions. Mr, Jennings feels that the bureau
production.
should not alone collect complete data concern
In the Vocational Service, procedure is made ing business, but should also arrange for the dis
upon the theory that an expert vocational exami tribution of these data throughout the country,
nation and analysis must be made of the indi taking especial effort to get them before the col
vidual who is to be advised. Aside from the lege men and the college women.
determination of details in respect to physical
Working with this central bureau would be a
condition, education, experience, and environ person in every college who would associate with
ment, a diagnosis must be made of mental and study the students with a view to determin
abilities, both in respect to the abilities that are ing their characters and vocational aptitudes.
developed and operative, and in respect to the
Thus, according to Mr. Jennings’s plan, a young
abilities that are potential.
man on leaving college will know, not only some
In the selection of an ideal vocation, many
thing definite concerning his own abilities, but
problems arise requiring careful thought and
sound judgment. Many things may prevent the also something of the different businesses, and the
choice of the vocation that would be, from a opportunities offered in them for a man of his
purely scientific view-point, the ideal choice. For training and aptitudes. The bureau will doubt
example, a young man may possess the natural less prevent many vocational misfits.
Mr. Jennings’s views seem to coincide to a re
qualifications necessary for success in Mechanical
markable
degree with the ideals of vocational and
Engineering, but, because of economic circum
placement
service that are being worked out by
stances, he may be entirely unable to devote him
the
Pace
Organization.
self to the long and arduous professional prepa
ration necessary to success in this profession
ANY who have read the official Govern Tech
under existing conditions. In such a case, an
ment publications regarding military drills nical
occupation is selected that gives an opportunity
have found considerable difficulty in understand

for the use of his natural abilities, and one that is
Terms
ing the technical terms employed. Two books
practicable for him to pursue.
In the working out of the program of develop containing essential information on this subject
ment, many tendencies may develop which call in condensed form have been prepared from the
for special advice and control. The Pace Voca Government publications. These are “The Home
tional Service, therefore, contemplates not only Guard Manual,” by Lieutenant-Colonel T. F.
the original examination and the working out of Donovan, and “The Universal Drill Manual,” by
a full report and program, but a vocational Captain E. J. Robbins, both published by The
“follow-up” service to be provided to those who Sherwood Company.
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O E of the com
N
monest ways of
securing new bus
iness, whatever
the nature of the
concern, is by
Horatio
means of book
N. Drury,
lets. These book
B.A.
lets vary widely
in kind.
They
may be pictorial, descriptive, nar
rative, explanatory, argumentative,
or hortatory; or they may repre
sent a combination of all or several
of these tone-qualities. Their pur
pose, however, is always one and the
same—to get new business either at
once or eventually.
It may be
profitable, therefore, to note some
of the qualities which business
getting booklets should have.
First, interpret the view-point of
the person to be interested—the
prospective purchaser.
What he
needs or will need and how you can
serve him should be the main
thought running through your mind
as you lay out and build your book
let. This dictum does not mean
that you should use the pronouns
“you” and “your” exclusively, but
it does means that the “you” view
point should overshadow the “we”
view-point in what you say and in
how you say it.
Second, be logical. Begin at a
natural point of contact between
yourself and the prospective pur
chaser; develop your message in a
step-by-step manner; and finally ar
rive at a conclusion which will stim
ulate the prospective purchaser at
least to take a further interest in
your services.
Third, be intimate but somewhat
restrained in your style. As a gen
eral rule, the more intelligent the
class of people you are addressing,
the more dignified should be your
manner of expression. Dignity, of
course, does not mean rigidity or
stiffness.
Fourth, be simple in your choice
of words and phrases, and in your
construction of sentences and para
graphs. Avoid heavy words and
phrases, involved sentences, and
long paragraphs. Simplicity of style
makes for clearness — immediate
clearness—and is about the highest
quality of style which any booklet
can have.
Fifth, give the impression of truth
fulness and sincerity. The way to
give this impression is actually to
be truthful and sincere—to say noth
ing that you do not believe and
know to be true.
Extravagant
claims do vastly more harm than
good in securing new business.
Additional suggestions might be

English
Depart
ment
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given. The above, however, being
fundamental, are sufficient for the
purpose of this article. Note the
following excerpts from the business
getting booklets which have proved
their worth:
“The granting of equal commer
cial rights to men and women means
the granting of equal commercial
opportunities. Men may be divided
into two classes—those who, by
reason of developed ability, forge
ahead to positions of executive re
sponsibility, and those who, by rea
son of lack of training and initiative,
remain groove-fillers for all time.
The same outlook faces women
in Business.
The opportunities
for advancement are present; they
will greatly increase in number.
Whether a woman lifts herself out
of the class of routine workers rests
with her. Proper training both pre
pares for opportunities that already
exist and creates new opportunities.”

“Until the outbreak of the war, in
1914, France was busy and prosper
ous. Then followed an upheaval.
Any study of her past, however,
particularly since 1871, shows her
ability to recuperate rapidly from
losses inflicted by war, and reveals
clearly her industrial strength and
her financial elasticity. Suffering
the loss of Alsace and Lorraine in
1870-71, with 1,600,000 inhabitants,
she was deprived of two fertile prov
inces of great economic importance
and value. This loss was valiantly
sustained, and the financial and in
dustrial dislocations caused by the
Franco - Prussian campaign were
speedily composed. Her creative
genius, the great resources of her
soil, her application to industry, and
her thrift explain her rapid recu
peration and progress.”
“Always write with the reader in
mind. Try to picture him as he
reads your letter. Forget that you
are writing, and talk to him. Aim
to produce the same effect on him
as a conversation would, only bear
in mind that it must be done by
using about one-fifth the number
of words.

“Strive to write so that there is
no possibility of being misunder
stood.
Always use such words,
sentences, and paragraphs as will
make the very best impression on
the reader. The tone of letters
should always be friendly, and this
190

necessitates a pleasant frame of
mind on the part of the dictator.
“A letter must be clear, courteous,
and concise. The statements must
be absolutely correct, and the char
acter of the organization must be
clearly evidenced throughout its
every line and paragraph. These
principles are necessary to a com
plete letter. They should be borne
in mind in all writing.”
“To fulfil your purpose you must
know many things about speaking
to others—things you can easily
master. You must know, for ex
ample, the connection between your
audience, the occasion, and your
subject; the various kinds of mat
ters in which all persons are inter
ested; and the probable mental and
emotional experiences of your audi
ence. You must know the use of
specific examples and testimony;
how to make a definite outline and
stick to it; how to enforce what
you say by means of attitude,
facial expression, and gesture; and
especially how to make an effective
impression without sacrificing your
individuality.”
“Isn’t it worth while—this mat
ter of thinking seriously about your
personal overtime, young man?
Where do you expect to be in the
business world to-morrow, next
year, five years from now, ten,
twenty, thirty, when your shoulders
have begun to droop, and you find
yourself every day looking forward
to settling your tired body in the
easy chair in front of the crackling
fire on the hearth? What are you
doing to ward off stagnation, de
terioration, final and downright
failure?
“How are you equipping yourself
now in the days of your youth to
climb the ladder of success, rung by
rung? Wherein are you better fit
ted this month than you were last
month for that position ahead
which you seek, because its salary
is so much better than what you
are now getting? Think about these
things, think about them hard.
And when questions beginning with
‘How’ surge through your mind, see
if the answer to them all isn’t ‘My
Personal Overtime.’”
“Mr. A is example number one of
the difference between special value
and market value. He is fifty-one
years old. For fourteen years he
was secretary of one of the smaller
Western railroads. He was thor
oughly familiar with its policies,
problems, and needs. He had taken
a useful hand in many matters of
financing and operation. He was a

hard worker; he had brains and per
sonality; and his character was
above reproach. He filled his posi
tion well. His salary was $10,000
a year, and he was worth it and
(Continued) more—to that particular railroad.
“Then the railroad was merged
with a larger one. Mr. A’s services
were no longer needed, and he was
out of a position. He spent a year
trying to secure a new position—at
first of the $10,000 kind with some
other railroad, then at a salary that
steadily became smaller in propor
tion as his desire to make connec
tion with any kind of business con
cern increased. Finally, he opened
a public garage. Last year he made
$2,100, and he is not interested in his
work. He is still in the market for
a $10,000 position—but no concern
needs him. His knowledge is of
too special a kind.”

English
Depart
ment

The foregoing passages from
booklets that have been successful
business-getters enforce the funda
mental points already set forth.
These points again are: bearing in
mind the recipient’s view-point,
logic in development of thought,
dignity of style, simplicity of style,
and sincerity of tone. The bookletwriter who guides his course by
these charts will avoid the shoal of
unproductive writing.

Pace
Insti
tute of
Chicago

HE Advisory Board of Pace
Institute of Chicago consists
of: Herbert Beck, C.P.A., Chi
cago and New York, of Arthur
Young & Co., certified public ac
countants; Richard W. Bodding
house, LL.B., secretary and chief
examiner, Chicago Title & Trust
Company; G. J. Bunting, controller,
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Rail
way Co.; H. G. P. Deans, vice-presi
dent, Merchants’ Loan & Trust
Company; John S. Field, chairman,
board of directors, Consumers Com
pany; M. S. Green, credit manager,
Consumers Company; T. B. G. Hen
derson, C.A., resident manager, Lybrand, Ross Bros. & Montgomery,
public accountants; J. K. Laird,
C.P.A., resident manager, Scovell,
Wellington & Company, certified
public accountants; Thos. H. Mc
Innerney, president, Hydrox Com
pany; Archibald A. McKinley,
PH.B., LL.B., president, Merchants’
National Fire Insurance Co.; F. H.
Pearson, secretary and treasurer,
Consumers Company; Ernest Reck
itt, C.P.A., senior member of Ernest
Reckitt & Company, public account
ants; William Sutherland, C.P.A.,
resident manager of Arthur Young
& Company, certified public ac
countants, Chicago; W. W. Thomp-
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son, C.P.A., senior member of
W. W. Thompson & Co., public
accountants; and Dr. J. J. Tobias,
LL.B., Ph.B., chancellor, Chicago
Law School.
MARTIN G. WOLF, New York
School of Accountancy, is now on
the staff of the Field Auditor, Camp
Taylor, Louisville, Kentucky. The
services of Mr. Wolf on this Gov
ernment work were contributed by
Touche, Niven & Co.

JOHN H. ALLEN, JR., and
W. H. HIRSCHMANN, both mem
bers of the Pace Organization, have
joined the second officers’ training
camp at Plattsburg. Mr. Allen is
trying for the Field and Mr. Hirsch
mann for the Heavy Artillery.

MR. BITTNER, who was recently
placed by the Pace Agency in the
Wales Advertising Company, has
enrolled in the Coast Reserve and
received the designation of secondclass Yeoman. Mr. Chester Allen
will take Mr. Bittner’s place with the
Wales Advertising Co.

OLAF A. MANN, staff account
ant in charge of departmental
methods, eastern group of Bell tele
phone companies, has accepted ap
pointment as instructor in Account
ing of Public Utilities, Pace Insti
tute. Mr. Mann has had extensive
experience as an executive in steam
railways, electric railways, electric
light, telegraph, and telephone com
panies.
GEORGE E. BENNETT, A.B.,
LL.M., is now a member of the staff
of Pace & Pace. Mr. Bennett has
been an instructor in accounting
and commercial law in the Dakota
Wesleyan University and the Whitewater State Normal School. His
most recent work has been that
of director, Department of Busi
ness Training, Municipal University,
Akron, Ohio.
GEORGE M. HOFFORD, Pace
Institute, Extension Division, has
passed the examination for associate
member in the American Institute
of Accountants. In all probability
Mr. Hofford will be elected a mem
ber. This will give him the dis
tinction of being the first person in
the state of Texas to hold a mem
bership in the Institute through
written examination.
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develop the habit of looking about J. B.
him widely and of looking far ahead Niven,
as well. It is the day of the student C.P.A.
in commerce.”
Mr. Niven himself—though his (Continued)
modesty would not permit him to
say so—is a very definite example
of the result of his own views on
the connection between vision and
study. He has always been a stu
dent of Accountancy and every
thing relating to Accountancy, which
means every phase of organized
Business. He has developed the
faculty of interpreting the happen
ings of to-day in their bearing upon
the facts of to-morrow. As a re
sult, Mr. Niven has attained a nota
ble success in Accountancy; and his
opinions command a respectful hear
ing from those to whom thinking
ahead is sound business sense.

C.

T. TIMBIE, educational secre
tary of the Pittsfield (Mass.)
Y.M.C.A., writes: “For publi
cation in The Pace Student, I
thought you might like to know that,
since the beginning of your course
here in this city, three of our men
have been promoted. J. J. Newton
has been promoted to a position in
charge of the accounting department
of the Stanley Electric Manufactur
ing Company, in Great Barrington,
Mass.
Fred Connor has taken
charge of the accounting department
of the Irvington Brush and Insu
lator Company, in Newark, N. J.,
and C. Frederick Jaques, of the firstyear class, has been promoted to a
position in special auditing work in
the General Electric Company, in
this city. All these promotions have
been because of excellent work in
their classes.”

IRVING A. LINDBERG, Pace
Institute, Washington, D. C., writes
an interesting letter of his experi
ences since leaving the school.
Mr. Lindberg attended the Washing
ton Institute while he was an ac
countant on President Taft’s Econ
omy and Efficiency Commission in
1911. In 1912, he was called to
Nicaragua to install an accounting
system for the Republic of Nica
ragua. The work was about fifty
per cent. completed when a revolu
tion interfered. On behalf of a syn
dicate of New York bankers who
had made a loan to the Nicaraguan
government and taken over the cus
toms as security for the loan, Mr.
Lindberg entered the customs ser
vice. Mr. Lindberg is a registered
and certified public accountant of
Nicaragua, both in the Spanish and
English languages. He is at present
collector of customs at Bluefields.

Promo
tions

Aesop
in Busi
ness—
Guy

HERE was once a young man
named Guy. He thirsted after
Rapid-fire Success in Account
ancy. He believed that, once he
had broken into the field, his Ambi
tions would soon make Competition
Run to Cover. His problem was to
Break In. There were many No
Trespassing Signs.
Guy was not Daunted. He be
lieved in Self-launching. He advo
cated Pitiless Publicity of Self and
Services. He had pursued an eve
ning course in Salesmanship. In it
he had learned the importance of
“Compelling Attention” at the be
ginning and of “Prompting Action”
at the end of the Interview. He had
also Learned that the “Main Idea”
must be kept on the Upper Story of
the prospective purchaser’s Mind.
These and other Psychological
Ukases had Rooted Deep in Guy’s
Subconsciousness. He divined no
Reason why they did not apply to
selling Services as well as to selling
Insurance and Soap. He Acted on
His Faith, and called upon an Ac
countant of Much Experience in the
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with the Beneficent Leanings sum
moned his Mental Cohorts and bade
them do the bidding of his Will.
They had been heavily Beleaguered
by Guy’s Verbal Artillery. The
Accountant noted Admiringly and
Aloud Guy’s Gifts as a Monologist.
He spoke of Vaudeville as a Fitting
Habitat for the Same. He Regret
ted that his own Staff was complete.
He also spoke Incidentally of Mod
esty as a Becoming Gift in one who
would make a Favorable Impression
upon Others.
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ways of Youth and with Beneficent
Leanings.
Guy was attired in Gladsome Tai
lorings. He also Flicked a Submis
sive Cane. His purpose was to
Compel Attention through the Eye.
Guy believed in First Trench At
tack. Accordingly, he opened his
Conversation Fire with, “You Need
Me on Your Staff.” He spoke in
Vocal Capitals.
This Topic-Thought Guy devel
oped in Handsome Detail.
He
spoke of Young Blood to the dis
advantage of Old Blood. He cata
loged his High Talents, Real and
Undiscovered. He adverted to his
wide Knowledge of Men, Methods,
and Management. He Proved his
Case—to his own Full Satisfaction.
Then he Referred to the Matter of
Remuneration. His Purpose was to
Clinch the Sale.
At this Juncture the Accountant

MORAL—An Untamed Vocabu
lary seldom opens the Door of Op
portunity in Accountancy.

GEORGE A. KRIS, Accountancy
Institute of Brooklyn, recently
passed the Civil Service examination
for Field Income Tax Inspector.
H. A. ELSON, Graduate College,
Princeton, was to have joined the
Pace Staff this fall, but has de
ferred doing so in order to accept a
commission in the Army.

PACE & PACE
Teachers of Business
The Pace Organization is a teaching organization. The partners and executives teach. The
younger members of the department staffs are preparing themselves to teach. The members of the
faculty are trained teachers, who must measure up to exacting pedagogic standards. The teaching
spirit pervades everything which the organization thinks, says, and does, and becomes its guiding
morale.
The teaching ideals are high. The teaching methods are sound and practical. The teaching
results are therefore unusually satisfactory. Pace Students, both men and women, soon acquire a
usable grasp of the principles and procedures of modern Business, and come to have a dependable
market value as accountants, as systematizers, as executives. They have been taught not only the
knowledge that Business needs, but also how to apply and use that knowledge.
Classes, which are available to both men and women, are now forming in the following courses
at Pace Institute:

Accountancy (Professional C.P.A. Course)
Accounting of Public Utilities
Accounting Application of Tax Laws
Shorter Accounting Course for Women
Double Entry Bookkeeping
Office Training

Law for Business
English for Business
Oral Expression
Vocational Counseling
Spanish
French

Descriptive bulletins and folders will be sent upon request. Ask especially for “Your Market
Value,” which contains a vocational message of wide appeal. Address or telephone—

PACE & PACE
HUDSON TERMINAL

30 CHURCH STREET
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